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Presentation overview 

• The built environment and a sustainable future 

• Zero energy housing (ZEH) 

• ZEH in Australia; 3 key challenges 

• Research question 

• Methods 

• Results 

• Discussion 

• Conclusion 

 

 



The built environment and a sustainable future 

• The residential sector is a significant contributor of GHG emissions 

 

• Buildings are a long life infrastructure; decisions made today about 

performance will have impacts for many decades 

 

• Important to address environmental performance upfront 

 

• Built environment identified as having high benefit-cost ratio for GHG 

emission mitigation 

 

• Requirement for change for a transition to a low-carbon future 
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Zero energy housing 

• ZEH now international best practice 

 

• Technically has been possible for some time 

 

• Benefits (technical, social and economical) increasingly known 

 

• Leading examples of jurisdictions mandating ZEH for new housing include: 

– UK by 2016,  

– EU by 2020, and  

– California by 2020 

 

• ZEH still of public agenda in Australia 
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ZEH in Australia; 3 key challenges 

1. Relatively poor building standards 

– Less stringent than comparable countries 

– Incremental improvements resulting in energy reductions… 

–  but well short of ZEH requirements 

 

2. The world’s largest average new house size 

– Increased from 162m2 1984 to 248m2 2009 

– Some signs this has peaked 

– House size has been neglected in policy discussions to date 

 

3. A predominately coal fired electricity grid 

– Significant contributor of GHG emissions 

– 100% renewable energy grid pathways have been identified (BZE) 

– Requirement for renewable energy technologies limited in housing 

performance standards 
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Research question 

 

What is the relationship between house size and star 

ratings in providing affordable Zero (net) Energy Housing? 
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Method 

Developed 15 ZEH scenarios across: 

– a range of house sizes (250m2, 220m2 and 160m2) 

–  and star rating performances (6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 star) 

 

3 key steps applied for analysis 

 

1. Estimated construction costs from over 100 house plans from the Lifetime 

Affordable Housing database 

– Additional material requirements recorded in 1 star increments using 

AccuRate 

– No design changes 

– Triangulation costing approach 
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Method 

2. Estimated energy consumption for each scenario 

– Energy and heating requirements from AccuRate 

– Data for other elements from Energy use in the residential sector 1986-

2020 (2008) 

 

3. Empirical costing of PV systems 

– Quotes from local renewable energy retailers 

– Average cost for grid connected PV systems calculated 

– Added to construction cost 

 

Relationship between house size, cost and renewable energy requirements 

were then analysed. 
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Results – Total energy consumption 

 

  Victorian house energy consumption (kWh) Total 

Star rating 250m2 220m2 160m2 

6 7173 6584 5406 

7 6771 6230 5149 

8 6390 5895 4905 

9 6030 5578 4675 

10 5734 5318 4486 
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Results – PV requirements 

  PV system size (kW) 

Star rating 250m2 220m2 160m2 

6 4.9 4.5 3.7 

7 4.6 4.3 3.5 

8 4.4 4.0 3.4 

9 4.1 3.8 3.2 

10 3.9 3.6 3.1 
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Results – Total upfront cost  

  
Victorian ZEH upfront cost (house+PV+inverter+SHW) 

Star 

Rating 

250m2 220m2 160m2 

6 
$209,500 $186,400 $139,000 

7 
$212,100 $188,700 $140,700 

8 
$216,900 $192,800 $143,700 

9 
$233,700 $206,500 $154,500 

10 
$257,600 $228,600 $170,500 
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Results - summary 

• Different combinations of house size, thermal performance & PV produce 

varying cost optimisation points 

 

• The most cost optimal solution may not necessarily equate with the optimal 

energy performance solution. For example: 

 

• A reduction in floor area of an 8 star house by: 

– 10-15m2 would produce sufficient capital savings to construct a 6 star ZEH  

– 15-20m2 would produce sufficient capital savings to construct a 7 star ZEH 

 

• A reduction of 25m2 of floor size for a 6 star house connected only to 

traditional utilities would produce sufficient capital savings to construct a 6 

star ZEH. 
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Discussion – An affordable ZEH or high star rating 

house? 

• Question of improved thermal performance Vs affordability? 

• Falling cost of PV means reducing economic benefits in building beyond 8 

stars 

– Least cost to just put on PV rather than improve star rating as well 

• If design changes included it may change the outcomes 

 

However, the analysis does not include the following benefits from higher star 

ratings: 

• Help future proof housing performance in face of increasing extreme weather 

events 

• Additional health and wellbeing benefits 

• Reduced costs from heating & cooling 

• Overall reduction in energy consumption - it is not just about using 100% 

renewables, but reducing requirement for energy to begin with 
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Discussion – House size matters 

5-10% reduction in house size would more than offset the additional costs of 

constructing a ZEH 

 

A number of approaches to possible address this: 

– Policy options 

– Direct (restrictions on building size, shape etc)  

– Indirect measures (mandatory disclosure, taxation based on size, etc) 

– Changing demographics 

– Gen Y preference for smaller, low maintenance dwellings 

– Aging population wanting to downsize 

– Good architectural design 

– Can make reduced space feel larger 

– Reduced operational costs 

– Increasing livings costs are an increasingly significant issue 
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Conclusion 

• A reduction in house size by 5-10% can help offset additional upfront costs to 

achieve a ZEH standard 

• Decreasing benefits beyond an 8 star building envelope 

• More economical to increase the PV system rather than improve thermal 

performance of building envelope 

• A move towards smaller house size in Australia likely to require a multi-

pronged approach including: 

– Improved policy 

– Changing demographics 

– Improved architectural design 

– Reduce operational costs 

 

• Reducing house size will be a critical element in a transition to a low carbon 

housing future. 
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Thank you 
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